DevOpsDays Raleigh
October 19, 2020 / Schedule • All times are Eastern Standard.

9:00AM - 10:45AM  Welcome & Keynotes (Main Stage)
10:45AM - 11:00PM  BREAK
11:00AM - 11:45AM  Track #1: IstioD - from microservices to monolithic
                    Lin Sun, IBM
                   Track #2: Taking Command of Cloud Security with OPA
                    Josh Stella, Fugue
11:45AM - 12:00PM  BREAK
12:00PM - 12:45PM  Track #1: Microservice Continuous Delivery
                    Dan Garfield, Codefresh
                   Track #2: Behind the Scenes: How Terraform's simple graph
                    concepts deploy complex infrastructure as code
                    Pam Selle, Hashicorp
12:45PM - 1:00PM   BREAK
1:00PM - 1:45PM    Track #1: Don't be Afraid to Upgrade: lessons of speed and
                    security from high performance open source development
                    Derek Weeks, Sonatype
1:45PM - 2:00PM   BREAK
2:00PM - 2:45PM    Track #1: The Tech Debt of Monopoly House Rules
                    Henry Quinn, Clarify Software Solutions
                   Track #1: Transformational Leadership the DevOps Way
                    Alan S Koch, Cprime Learning (formerly ASPE Training)
2:45PM - 3:00PM   BREAK
3:00PM - 3:45PM    Track #1: Automation the Minutia using Serverless
                    and Gitlab CI
                    Hannah Joy Lehman, Teamworks
                   Track #2: The Human-Free Software Factory: Removing Threat
                    Galen Emery, Chef Software
3:45PM - 4:00PM   BREAK
4:00PM - 4:45PM    Track #1: Unlocking High Performing Teams with Open Source
                    Tracy Miranda, Continuous Delivery Foundation
                   Track #2: Demystifying SRE and DevOps
                    H. “Waldo” Grunenwald, Datadog
4:45PM - 5:00PM   BREAK
5:00PM - 5:45PM    Track #1: Best Practices in Implementing Container
                    Image Promotion Pipelines
                    Baruch Sadogursky, JFrog
                   Track #2: Are your Pipelines Secure? Lock-down unsecured CI/CD Pipelines
                    Angel Riveral, CircleCI
5:45PM - 6:00PM   BREAK
6:00PM - 6:15PM   Final comments and wrap-up (Main Stage)

Please note, minor schedule changes are possible prior to event date.